LETTER OF COMMITMENT BY THE SSL SUBSCRIBER
1.

Throughout this letter of commitment, the following definitions apply:
a)

2.

“Server” refers to the computer or other devices such as web, e-mail or application servers that are used to manage network
resources where the SSL certificate is installed.
b) “SSL subscriber” refers to the legal entity or ordinary partnership or real person as a business entity who is the owner of the
TURKTRUST SSL certificate.
c) “Authorized person(s)” refers to the real persons who are legally authorized to act on behalf of the SSL subscriber, and who are the
signer(s) of this letter of commitment.
d)
“SSL certificate” refers to the SSL certificate(s) issued by TURKTRUST upon the application(s) of SSL subscriber.
e) “Seal” refers to the digital image featuring TURKTRUST that checks certificate validity through TURKTRUST web site and
indicates the subscriber is using TURKTRUST SSL certificate when placed on subscriber’s web site and clicked on.
f)
“TURKTRUST” refers to “TURKTRUST Information Security Services Inc. (TURKTRUST Bilgi İletişim ve Bilişim Güvenliği
Hizmetleri A.Ş.)”, a certification authority based in Turkey.
g) “TURKTRUST documents” refers to “TURKTRUST Certificate Policy”, “TURKTRUST Certification Practice Statement” and
“TURKTRUST Customer Guides”, all of which are made publicly available at TURKTRUST’s official web site.
I (we), hereby, declare on behalf of the SSL subscriber that
a)

3.

4.

I (we) fully comply with TURKTRUST documents and related legislation in using the SSL certificate and will use the SSL certificate
according to its usage purpose.
b) I (we) shall not install the SSL certificate on systems such as nuclear facilities, air traffic control, aircraft navigation or weapons
control systems where an operational failure may lead to injury, death, or environmental damage.
c) All the information that I (we) have provided to TURKTRUST during the course of the SSL certificate application or information I
(we) shall give to TURKTRUST during the validity period of the SSL certificate, is accurate and timely.
d) We take all necessary precautions to generate keys compliant with the key sizes and other parameters set in TURKTRUST
documents under secure circumstances.
e) I (we) take all necessary precautions against unauthorized attempts by other persons to dislocate the server or attached keys.
f)
I (we) take all necessary precautions against alteration or use by unauthorized persons, loss or disclosure of the SSL certificate,
attached keys or related software installed on the server.
g) I (we) take all reasonable measures to maintain sole control of, keep confidential, and properly protect at all times the Private Key
that corresponds to the Public Key to be included in the requested SSL Certificate and any associated activation data or device,
e.g. password or token.
h) In case the private key is compromised or the certificate expires, I (we) shall immediately stop using the private key.
i)
I (we) shall immediately notify TURKTRUST if and when any of the reasons that leads to revocation of a certificate stated in
TURKTRUST CPS Section 4.9.1 occurs.
j)
In case I (we) are to violate the terms of this letter of commitment or if TURKTRUST discovers that the SSL certificate is being
used to enable criminal activities such as phishing attacks, fraud, or the distribution of malware, TURKTRUST is entitled to revoke
the certificate immediately.
k) I (we) shall immediately notify TURKTRUST if and when any change in application data occurs before the SSL certificate is
delivered.
l)
After receiving the issued SSL certificate, I (we) will review and verify the SSL certificate contents for accuracy.
m) I (we) shall install the SSL certificate only on servers that are accessible at the subjectAltName(s) listed in the certificate, and to
use the certificate solely in compliance with all applicable laws and solely in accordance with this letter of commitment.
n) I (we) shall completely wipe out and stop using the SSL certificate and attached keys in cases where the SSL certificate is revoked
due to any of the reasons stated in TURKTRUST CPS Section 4.9.1 or the SSL certificate expires.
o) I (we) consent that TURKTRUST may publicize the certificate, the seal, and the information contained within the certificate
application documents.
p) In case where use of the SSL certificate terminates, I (we) shall remove the seal from our website if exists.
q) I (we) accept the exclusive responsibility for damages due to incompliance with any of the above commitments.
General Conditions
a) TURKTRUST services are conducted in accordance with the TURKTRUST documents.
b) TURKTRUST may revoke the SSL certificate upon the request of the SSL subscriber or in cases where it is required with respect
to the TURKTRUST documents.
c) TURKTRUST reserves the right to reject the application, or revoke an already issued SSL certificate, if there is any missing or false
information declared by the SSL subscriber during the course of certificate registration process.
d) TURKTRUST reserves the right to amend TURKTRUST documents in accordance with the legislation and related standards.
This letter of commitment enters into effect from the date of signature.
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